Lesson 32A
Name ______________________ Date _____________

Vocabulary Building Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>college</th>
<th>village</th>
<th>pasture</th>
<th>flipped</th>
<th>discuss</th>
<th>contest</th>
<th>soldier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SKILL 1 – Definition Clues
Teacher gives definition clue or calls-out list words. If independent assignment, student should write list words neatly.

1. ___________________________
2. ___________________________
3. ___________________________
4. ___________________________
5. ___________________________
6. ___________________________
7. ___________________________

SKILL 2 - Alphabetical Order
Put all list words above in alphabetical order.

8. ___________________________
9. ___________________________
10. ___________________________
11. ___________________________
12. ___________________________
13. ___________________________
14. ___________________________

SKILL 3 - Letter Soup – Scrambled Letters
Match the scrambled letters below with one of the list words above. Write the answer in the space next to the letters.

15. rastupe ___________________________
16. dippelf ___________________________
17. colgele ___________________________
18. dussics ___________________________
19. roldies ___________________________
20. sontect ___________________________
21. gillave ___________________________

SKILL 4 – Sentence Writing Practice
Directions: Write a sentence using each word below. Sentences must show clear meaning of the word and cannot begin with a pronoun such as – I – He – She – They – etc.

1. college
________________________________________________________________________

2. village
________________________________________________________________________

3. pasture
________________________________________________________________________

4. flipped
________________________________________________________________________

5. discuss
________________________________________________________________________

6. contest
________________________________________________________________________

7. soldier
________________________________________________________________________
# Vocabulary Building Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>engine</th>
<th>dodge</th>
<th>gentle</th>
<th>bandage</th>
<th>engineer</th>
<th>gymnasium</th>
<th>hunger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## SKILL 1 – Definition Clues
Teacher gives definition clue or calls-out list words. If independent assignment, student should write list words neatly.

1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________
3. ____________________________
4. ____________________________
5. ____________________________
6. ____________________________
7. ____________________________

## SKILL 2 - Alphabetical Order
Put all list words above in alphabetical order.

8. ____________________________
9. ____________________________
10. ____________________________
11. ____________________________
12. ____________________________
13. ____________________________
14. ____________________________

## SKILL 3 - Letter Soup – Scrambled Letters
Match the scrambled letters below with one of the list words above. Write the answer in the space next to the letters.

15. nigeen
16. enigeren
17. mynahiums
18. rhunge
19. goded
20. legent
21. nagebad

## SKILL 4 – Sentence Writing Practice
Directions: Write a sentence using each word below. Sentences must show clear meaning of the word and cannot begin with a pronoun such as – I – He – She – They – etc.

1. engine
2. dodge
3. gentle
4. bandage
5. engineer
6. gymnasium
7. hunger
**Vocabulary Building Activity**

**Lesson 32C**

Name ___________________ Date _____________

**SKILL 1 – Definition Clues**
Teacher gives definition clue or calls-out list words. If independent assignment, student should write list words neatly.

1. ___________________
2. ___________________
3. ___________________
4. ___________________
5. ___________________
6. ___________________
7. ___________________

**SKILL 2 - Alphabetical Order**
Put all list words above in alphabetical order.

8. ____________
9. ____________
10. ____________
11. ____________
12. ____________
13. ____________
14. ____________

**SKILL 3 - Letter Soup – Scrambled Letters**
Match the scrambled letters below with one of the list words above. Write the answer in the space next to the letters.

15. rebbur
16. vurce
17. dunorsur
18. lerquirs
19. draner
20. crelk
21. dreh

**SKILL 4 – Sentence Writing Practice**
Directions: Write a sentence using each word below. Sentences must show clear meaning of the word and cannot begin with a pronoun such as – I – He – She – They – etc.

1. **herd**
2. **clerk**
3. **rubber**
4. **curve**
5. **surround**
6. **squirrel**
7. **errand**
Vocabulary Building Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ore</th>
<th>port</th>
<th>sort</th>
<th>force</th>
<th>explore</th>
<th>foreign</th>
<th>worm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SKILL 1 – Definition Clues**
Teacher gives definition clue or calls-out list words. If independent assignment, student should write list words neatly.

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________
6. __________________________
7. __________________________

**SKILL 2 - Alphabetical Order**
Put all list words above in alphabetical order.

8. __________________________
9. __________________________
10. __________________________
11. __________________________
12. __________________________
13. __________________________
14. __________________________

**SKILL 3 - Letter Soup – Scrambled Letters**
Match the scrambled letters below with one of the list words above. Write the answer in the space next to the letters.

15. pelexor
16. roe
17. torp
18. gorifen
19. morw
20. tors
21. corfe

**SKILL 4 – Sentence Writing Practice**
Directions: Write a sentence using each word below. Sentences must show clear meaning of the word and cannot begin with a pronoun such as – I – He – She – They – etc.

1. ore

2. port

3. sort

4. force

5. explore

6. foreign

7. worm